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Park Place's beautiful clean lines and rich finish align

perfectly with today's trends. The 3" wide stiles/rails

and timeless White and Espresso finish options denote 

premium as you enjoy the bonus of budget friendly 

pricing. Beauty and affordability offer the freedom for 

you to create the home you have always dreamed of. 

Whether your personal style is traditional, transitional or 

modern, Park Place is the ideal choice for you.
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Park Place

Now Available in 
a White Painted 
or Espresso Finish



Featuring
� All Wood Construction

� Full Overlay Doors

� 3” Stiles and Rails

� Softclose Door Hinges

� Full Extension Softclose Drawer Slides

� Hybrid Dovetail Drawer Boxes

� Real Wood Veneer - Inside and Out

� Pre-finished Door Center Panels - Typically only offered by high end 
  custom manufacturers

� Family Friendly Drawer Depths Superior Storage & Functionality 

� Premium Finish Valspar 
  Conversion Varnish

� 5 piece drawer fronts
  3” stile, 2 1/8” rail

� Adjustable Shelves 3/4” thick 
  birch veneer plywood

� Conforms to “CARB2” for 
  Formaldehyde Emissions

Quality is what differentiates us. Green Forest Cabinetry was 

founded and is operated by true cabinet professionals, 

a team of individuals long recognized as leaders in the industry. 

Our unequaled engineering expertise, attention to detail and 

active understanding of consumer trends delivers to you the 

long term Return on Enjoyment (ROE) that you are looking for. 

Green Forest isn't just value priced cabinetry ... We are the  

cabinetry that you are proud to have in your home. 
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Easiest
Assembly
Fastest
assembly
method in
the industry*

Partners in
Excellence
You will love
doing business
with us!

Competitive
Price Point

Value priced
and superior

quality

Superior
Quality

All plywood
construction

and real
wood veneers

$

*available flat pack or assembled

Our hearts and hard work go into 
the cabinets you and your family 
will love for years.

Your kitchen is the 
heart of your home. 

Green Forest strives to engineer to better lives, and you’ll love 

all of the family friendly features built into your cabinetry. 

Standard soft close on doors/drawers for convenience and 

reduced wear. Pre-finished center panels to ensure your doors 

look great no matter what time of year. Real wood veneers 

removing the worry of shelves/panels delaminating. Deeper 

standard drawers providing the storage space you always 

wanted. And most importantly, we have engineered our 

cabinets to be friendly to your budget. 

Thank you for considering our cabinetry for your home. 

Our hearts are truly focused on the lifetime of family memories 

that you will have in your Green Forest Kitchen.

Quality engineering, materials, finish 
and construction: You will be proud 
to have such great product supporting
your family every day.
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